
 Resources and Activities to Engage Children in
Literacy

To support you as you plan for school closure and home learning we wanted to share with you our
Power of Pictures FREE resources to use with children. Our Power of Pictures research,  on which
these free resources are based, finds that giving children the opportunity to explore their creativity
through drawing and supporting them to learn through picturebooks, has a direct and positive impact
on children’s literacy.
  
These resources can be used by parents for children across the primary years. Please forward this
email to anyone who would be interested in finding out more about CLPE's resources.

Reading books aloud: 

Our Power of Pictures website is home to a range of videos including 11 author/illustrators reading their
books aloud. Reading aloud is a vital part of teaching literacy, and to hear the book read by the
author/illustrator is a great way to inspire children's work. 

Watch them now:

https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXT3C-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYUW9-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYV44-1/c.aspx


https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXT3C-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXT3C-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXTQI-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXTQI-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXTQJ-1/c.aspx


https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXTQJ-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXTQJ-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXTQK-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXTQK-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXTQL-1/c.aspx


https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXTQL-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXTQL-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXTQM-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXTQM-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYO22-1/c.aspx


https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYO22-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYO22-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYO23-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYO23-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYO24-1/c.aspx


https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYO24-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYO24-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXTQN-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXTQN-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXTQO-1/c.aspx


Find these videos on our YouTube Playlist...

Draw alongside an Author/Illustrator: 

A fun and engaging activity to do with children of any age and adults can join in too! Grab a pencil and
some paper and follow these author/illustrators to draw characters from their books...

https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXTQO-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXTQO-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXTQP-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOCB-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOCB-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOCE-1/c.aspx


https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOCE-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOCE-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOC6-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOC6-1/c.aspx


https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOC6-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOC7-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOC7-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOC8-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOC8-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOC9-1/c.aspx


https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOC9-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOC9-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOCA-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOCA-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOCD-1/c.aspx


https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOCD-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOCD-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOCC-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOCC-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYO58-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYO58-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYO59-1/c.aspx


Find these videos on our YouTube Playlist...

Use a book to teach Literacy effectively: 

We have a range of free teaching notes for high-quality picturebooks, suitable for all primary school
phases. To help you teach through these teaching plans, we have a section describing what the
teaching approaches within the plans are and how to use them effectively.

https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYO59-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYO59-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYOGC-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYQ7A-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXSLG-1/c.aspx


https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYQ7A-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYQ7B-1/c.aspx


https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYQ7B-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYQ7C-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYQ7D-1/c.aspx


https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYQ7D-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYQ7E-1/c.aspx


https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYQ7E-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYQ7F-1/c.aspx


https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYQ7F-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYQ7G-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYQ7H-1/c.aspx


https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYQ7H-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYQ7I-1/c.aspx


https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYQ7I-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYQ7J-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYQ7K-1/c.aspx


View all Power of Pictures books and planning...

Find all of our training here...

For Teachers:
Our Autumn term courses are now available to book via our website. As we are a charity, a large
proportion of our income comes from providing schools with a wide range of high-impact training
opportunities which enables us to continue to provide research and free resources for schools. If you
are planning to take part in our professional development programme during the next academic year,
visit our website to find out more and book your place. Professional Development from CLPE

https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYQFI-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXSRO-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYQ7K-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZYV45-1/c.aspx


E: info@clpe.org.uk
T: 02074013382
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https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXHD0-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-C7UKWD9ED0/uns.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXHD1-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXHD2-1/c.aspx
https://clpe.uk.com/1RW5-6SMBU-UKWD9E-3ZXHD3-1/c.aspx

